Government of the Student Body
Knight vetoes presidential account

By Charles O’Brien and Leonidas Vigil

Jared Knight, president of the Government of the Student Body, vetoed last week’s budget change pertaining to the Executive Initiative Account on Monday night. The amended version of Monday night’s veto can be read below before Wednesday’s meeting, was signed compliant. In light of this new information, I am returning the state of the account to the original intent of the senate—urgent funding for student organizations. The senate approved an amendment to the state of the Executive Initiative Account for the career organization accounting, which reviews GSB spending, is currently looking into the account in question. He said the Executive Initiative Account has typically been used for “emergency, office transformation, career opportunities for the Ames area.”
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In round two

Barack Obama and Republican challenger Mitt Romney squared off on their record of three debates at Hofstra University in Long Island, NY. With journalist and moderator Candy Crowley at the helm, the debates started off with a question from the audience to Mitt Romney about students finding it a bit too easy econ­omy.
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NEWS
Editor:

An individual reported the theft of an iPhone at Wallace Hall (reported at 10:20 a.m.).

Officers assisted another law enforcement agency with a

vandalism investigation (reported at 7:30 a.m.).

A found wallet was placed in escrow storage at Lurie Hall (reported at 2:20 a.m.).

Jerry Lops, 42, of Perry, was arrested and charged with operating a vehicle without a valid license (reported at 1:15 a.m.).

A male, 21, no address, was arrested and charged with public intoxication (reported at 11:30 p.m.).

A female who was suffering from an alcohol overdose at the Student Services Building (reported at 10 p.m.).

Jerry Lage, 67, of Perry, was arrested and charged with public intoxication and disorderly conduct (reported at 3:14 p.m.).

Jasmine Harris, 19, of Des Moines, was arrested and charged with disorderly conduct, public intoxication, and disorderly conduct (reported at 12:35 a.m.).

John Cunningham, 18, junior in animal science, was arrested and charged with disorderly conduct (reported at 11:06 p.m.).
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...debate p.1
Eventually, the tone of the debate changed once again and turned to issues as an audience member asked Romney to explain the economic growth under his presidency compared to what his difference between himself and former President George W. Bush was. Romney said that to allow them to hire more workers.

Romney made about not raising taxes on higher spending cuts, we have to ensure that the relief,” Obama said. “In addition to some tough

tions he would make in his tax plan to help make some tough

tations there didn’t have any objection to veto. One

The debate closed with moderator Crowley thanking both candidates for their participation and an avalanche of pundit analysis and post-debate poll predictions.

The Human Fingerprint on the Water Landscape of the 21st Century

Jay Famiglietti

Wednesday, 17 Oct 2012 - 7pm - Sun Room, Memorial Union

Jay Famiglietti uses satellite remote sensing to track water levels and not exclusive to the Executive Initiative

Cain also said: “To be audit compliant you

Cain was not reached for further comment. One source, Joe Swanson, expressed his disappointment with Romney.

“Having the advantage again of speaking

Obama also challenged Romney on his economic rights
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Ames was the destination of a government employee whose reason for visiting will result in new jobs and investments for Ames’ local busi-
ness PowerFilm Solar.

Sharon Burke, assistant secretary of defense for opera-
tional energy plans and pro-
gress, toured the PowerFilm Solar headquarters in Ames on Wednesday, alongside Ann Campbell, mayor of Ames.

The purpose for Burke’s visit to Ames was to lessen the amount of government spend-
ing on fuel items such as gaso-
line and barrels. Burke was having to send fewer funds to troops in foreign war zones. Burke hopes the efforts will prevent (or at least reduce) the waste.

Announced Tuesday, the DOD is giving $5.2 million more to PowerFilm for military-use solar panels and tents.

Chad West, PowerFilm’s marketing director, talked about the display set up in the facility’s second manufactur-
ing building. There were examples of several products and processes are different than other compa-
nies’ panels.

Explaining that the compa-
y’s building uses solar panels that have designed and/or manu-
factured them, West said, “This takes fuel con-
sumption out of the equation,” Burke acknowledged the company’s strong fuel for harnessing pro-
ducts and their work to help the DOD.

At the conclusion of the tour, Burke thanked PowerFilm for the tour and announced the $5.2 million project that will create approx-
imately 20 new jobs in Ames.
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Students need as much interest in serving our community

A student, too, can do this by starting small. Though it may seem like a big deal to some, it can be as simple as volunteering your time. People can volunteer in a variety of different ways, from shopping for and delivering groceries to helping out at a library or tutoring children. Volunteer positions can also be found at local non-profits and service organizations.

It’s important to remember that even the smallest contributions can have a big impact. For example, donating clothes or food can help those in need, and volunteer work can help improve the community. By giving your time and talents, you can make a difference in someone else’s life.

Letters to the editor

PETA games prove effective

I am writing in response to a column that was written in The Iowa State Daily. It focused on the fact that people should not kill any animals for any reason.

I think this is an important topic. People should be aware of the millions of animals that are killed each year for food, clothing, and entertainment. It is important to consider the impact that our actions have on these creatures.

I would like to hear your thoughts on this topic. Have you ever considered the impact that your actions have on animals? How can we work together to make a positive change?
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All-Americans Meghan Nelson and Betsy Saina displayed another dominant performance this past weekend at the Wisconsin Adidas Invitational. The two seniors led No. 5 ISU to its third straight national meet, and they definitely have the focus and credentials to do so.

"People don't realize how individual our sport is," Saina said. "You can't transfer everyone together because each competitor needs a little bit of recognizable times — their coach has gotten accustomed to what they are very steady. Betsy really wants to win the national meet, and she definitely has the focus and credentials to do so."

By EmilyHajtk

vollyball@iowastatedaily.com

SPORTS

Football

Fullback

Tony Romo: "Jerry is telling me more, Tommy B. " Wes McDaniels: "You gotta start in my fantasy league this week. "

Wayne: "The Browns are 30th in Andrew Luck. Reggie texts I imagine happened this done quickly. Here are some texts can be key in getting things students, trade negotiations over a league with other college

@iowastatedaily.com

Corner

Isaac Hunt's online:

"I think teams see us now as a top 10 team," Saina said. "It's a big deal for us. In the past, everyone was like that especially when you start to get tired. "Saina said "we make them feel stronger and force me to improve on a daily basis."

Faced with their accomplishments, controversial comments be-}
Minatta's connections bring talent to ISU

By Dan Cole

Iowa State Daily

Minatta, one of Tony Minatta's former players, is currently working for the Colorado Olympic Development Program. She has helped nearly 40 high school soccer players to go on college scholarships, and Minatta's connections bring talent to ISU.

Minatta went through two six-month deployments before deciding against a military career.

She coached the duo for three years and helped them get to Iowa State.

Minatta coached the duo for three years and helped them get to Iowa State.

Minatta's connections bring talent to ISU.

Soccer

Minatta's connection to the Fort Collins soccer community has made it easy to communicate and build those relationships. That's kind of what I try to im-}

Jensengroup.net 4611 Mortensen Rd Ste 106

jensengroup.net 4611 Mortensen Rd Ste 106

Jake Calhoun is a senior in journalism from Illinois, Iowa.
Common cafe concoctions in your cup: feature flavorful varieties to savor

By Lindsay MacNab

Drinks

Caffe Americano: A shot of espresso infused with water. A classic Americano is nearly the same as a shot of black coffee, but it often uses regular coffee instead of espresso.

Cafe latte: A French term for coffee with milk. This drink consists of hot coffee made with foamed milk. The absence of espresso gives it a lighter taste.

Cafe breve: A milk-based espresso made with half hot and half steamed milk. Cafe breve is rich and creamy and is also more foamy than the typical latte.

Cafe mocha: A popular coffee drink, a cafe latte is a mixture of espresso with steamed milk (about 1:3 ratio).

Cafe macchiato: Italian for “marked,” this drink consists of espresso topped with a small amount of steamed milk and chocolate syrup. White and dark chocolate varieties are commonly available.

Cafe vanilla: This drink features honey, vanilla, and espresso.

Cappuccino: Contains more than a cafe latte. The espresso is 1:3 steamed milk and 1:3 frothed milk.

Caramel macchiato: Similar to a cafe mocha, this drink is made with chocolate syrup instead of dark/white chocolate syrups.

Cafe Americano: A shot of espresso mixed with other coffee ingredients.

Seasonal foods

Halloween treats: Caramel cupcakes

By Singh Ferguson

AmesEats Flavors writer

In AmesEats Flavors' new food blog, “Food, Body, Soul,” Azra Feriz created this guide to help students make sense of the contradictions. The writer, Azra Feriz is an ISU alumna. This girl makes the most delicious treats. With a new post every Wednesday, Feriz promises fun and rewarding recipes to find the food and stomach.

Flavors writer Azra Feriz cooks up AmesEats blog

By Caitlyn Dilling

AmesEats Flavors writer

Quick bites

Good news for coffee lovers who can’t put down their favorite beverage: The Chicago Tribune reports that “a daily glass of iced coffee is a day’s 20 percent lower risk of death from heart disease.”

Good news for those who want to enjoy coffee and not worry about the sugar: A new study shows that “sugary drinks were linked to a lower risk of mortality for those who consumed iced coffee over those who consumed hot coffee.”
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Coffee, tea, muffins, and more. Brewed just for you. Check out Ferris’ newest blog.
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Fun & Games
Unplug, decompress and relax ...

Fun Facts
Louis Armstrong played the trumpet so much that he got callouses on his lips. He cut them off with a razor blade.

The great victory of Andrew Jackson over the British at the Battle of New Orleans happened after the War of 1812 was over. Cease-fire was declared (but not ratified), and Jackson didn't physically receive the news until much later.

The popular hip-shaking dance, the merengue, got its name from the whacking motion required to make merengue. Without all that mixing and stirring, merengue is nothing more than egg whites, sugar, and cream of tartar.

Jellyfish are 94 to 98% water!

It's natural to think that the world’s tallest waterfall, Angel Falls in Venezuela, got its name from its sheer majesty. Actually, it was “discovered” in 1935 by aviator James Angel.

Jellyfish are 94 to 98% water!

It’s natural to think that the world’s tallest waterfall, Angel Falls
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$4.50
8" SUB SANDWICHES!!!
CUSTOMER APPRECIATION DAY!
(YEAH, IT’S ALL ABOUT YOU!)

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 18TH
11AM TO 3PM
ALL LOCATIONS IN THE DES MOINES METRO AREA INCLUDING ALTOONA, AMES, ANKENY, INDIANOLA, MARSHALLTOWN, AND PELLA

(SANDWICHES 1-6. LIMIT 1 PER PERSON. GOOD FOR IN-STORE PURCHASE ONLY)